A novel homozygous nonsense deletion/insertion mutation in the keratin 14 gene (Y248X; 744delC/insAG) causes recessive epidermolysis bullosa simplex type Köbner.
We report the sixth case of a human keratin 14 'knockout' mutation resulting in recessive epidermolysis bullosa simplex (EBS). A novel, homozygous nonsense mutation resulting from a deletion/insertion mutation (744delC/insAG) leads to a premature termination codon in the KRT14 gene (Y248X). The patient suffers from generalized cutaneous blistering since birth, mild nail dystrophy, involvement of mucous membranes and multiple epidermolysis bullosa naevi. The clinical variability noted in K14-deficient EBS patients suggests phenotypic modulation by additional genetic and/or epigenetic factors.